 

  Try Meraki Go for free! Check out the live demo.
 Learn More
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 Buy Now

  FAQs Frequently Asked Questions
  × 
 What size space does Meraki Go cover?

 Each of our access points has a range of 500-1,000 square feet. For larger spaces, or locations with both indoor and outdoor spaces, it’s also easy to add multiple indoor and/or outdoor access points that mesh together to provide extensive WiFi coverage.




 Which Meraki Go products are right for my space?

 Meraki Go’s Product Finder will help you determine what you need based on the size of space and how many devices you have: Product Finder




 Does Meraki Go work for homes, too?

 Yes! Many of our customers use Meraki Go for their home networks.




 Do I still need  the modem provided by my Internet Service Provider (ISP)?

 If a modem is required by your ISP, you’ll need service and a modem in order to connect to the internet and enable Meraki Go devices to work. Check out how it works.




 Are you an Internet Service Provider (ISP)? Can I get the internet through Meraki Go?

 Meraki Go is not an Internet Service Provider. It works with your existing internet to provide secure and reliable business-grade WiFi. Check out how it works.




 Is there an online dashboard for Meraki Go?

 Yes, you can manage Meraki Go through the web portal in addition to the mobile app. Log in here




 Are there licensing or subscription fees for Meraki Go?

 Meraki Go has no licensing or subscription fees.




 What if I need to grow my network?

 You can easily add new Meraki Go devices to create a complete network or expand your network as your business grows.




 Does Meraki Go support having multiple account administrators?

 Yes, you can have multiple administrators manage a single network via the Meraki Go app or web portal. You can also easily switch accounts to manage multiple Meraki Go accounts.




 How many wireless networks can Meraki Go provide?

 Meraki Go currently supports the ability to configure up to four wireless networks. Each of these networks has the ability to be configured with a unique name, custom web blocking and usage settings, and the ability to turn the network into a guest network.




 Can I create a Meraki Go network with my existing router?

 Yes, you can add any of our Meraki Go devices, including the Security Gateway router/firewall and switches, to create a complete network with your existing router.
That said, for the best results, we recommend replacing your existing router with the full suite of Meraki Go hardware. This allows you to create a more secure and scalable network that you can manage through the mobile app or online.




 How many access points can I have in my Meraki Go account?

 Each Meraki Go account allows you to have up to 50 Meraki Go access points, which includes any combination of indoor and outdoor access points.




 How many switches can I have in my Meraki Go accounts?

 There is currently no limit on switches allowed in Meraki Go accounts.




 How many router/firewalls can I have in my Meraki Go accounts?

 Only one Meraki Go router/firewall is allowed in an account.
This is due to the fact that one account should be one location and the Security Gateway should be its entrance to the internet.




 Can I combine my Meraki Go devices with Meraki Enterprise devices?

 Meraki Go and Cisco Meraki devices currently cannot be combined. They cannot be managed through the same dashboard or mobile app, and Meraki Go access points and Cisco Meraki access points also do not mesh or connect to each other.
We recommend creating your Meraki Go networks using only Meraki Go devices.
For more information, visit the FAQs page.








Your business 
 deserves 
 better WiFi
Fast, secure, reliable.  WiFi made easy with Meraki Go.
 Buy Now  ► WATCH VIDEO   
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“Incredibly hassle-free, stable, and reliable”
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"Easily installed by any DIY business owner”
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“Easy to setup. Easy to use. LOVE the app!”
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"Makes managing an SMB network effortless!"
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"The WiFi improvment was immediately noticeable!"
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"Setup, visibility, and support are absolutely A++."
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"I loved it so much that I now sell it to my customers.”
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“Super easy to setup. Very good coverage and speed.”
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“Shines in guest connectivity, outdoor effectiveness, and reliability.”
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“Works great! Simple but detailed info I want on a WiFi system."
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“Great signal, easy setup. Solved all my WiFI issues so far.”
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“Network takes minutes to create and has worked flawlessly.”
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SIMPLE & EASY
Set up your WiFi in 10 minutes
You won’t need to be an expert to set up your devices, simply plug in and go. The intuitive Meraki Go app is all you need to create your networks. Set up your guest WiFi in seconds.

 See how easy it is
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Safe & Secure
The perfect 
defense against cyberattacks
Meraki Go access points, router firewalls, and switches protect your business network from cyberattacks. Block malicious websites, malware, phishing, and other threats.

 See all devices
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Trusted & Reliable
Stay connected and productive
Keep your team and customers connected with stable indoor and outdoor WiFi, brought to you by industry-leading Cisco.

 See how easy it is
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No Fees, No Worries
Surprise, there are no hidden fees!
With no required subscription or license, you’ll get the benefits of business-grade WiFi without breaking the bank.

 See how easy it is






Customer Stories
See how Meraki Go helps businesses work better
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Scaffidi Restaurant Group
How Frankie DiCarlantonio uses Meraki Go to help make award-winning homemade Italian cuisine for the Ohio Valley community.
 See Story
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Ice and a Slice:
 Simon’s Story
How Meraki Go gives Simon and his colleagues all the tech superpower they need without breaking a sweat.
 See Story
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Family Dentistry:
 Dr. DeLong’s Story
How Dr. David R. DeLong, a cosmetic & family dentist, uses Meraki Go to keep customers happy and staff productive.
 See Story
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Shotwell’s Bar:
 Tom’s Story
How Tom Madonna uses Meraki Go at his bar to enable secure WiFi for payments and keep the good times rolling for customers.
 See Story






Meet Our customers 



Stay connected
Get the latest news and promotions



Thank you for joining
 our mailing list
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